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Results concerning EOL and COL power series 
Juha Honkala * 
Abstract 
By a classical result of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg the families of EOL and 
COL languages are equal. We generalize this result for EOL and COL power 
series satisfying the e-condition which restricts the coefficients of the empty 
word. 
1 Introduction 
A celebrated result from classical theory of Lindenmayer systems states that the 
families of EOL languages and COL languages are equal (see Ehrenfeucht and Rozen-
berg [1], Rozenberg and Salomaa [5,6]). In this paper we generalize this result foi 
formal power series. We will work in the framework of morphically generated formal 
power series introduced in Honkala [2,3] and Honkala and Kuich [4]. 
In what follows A will always be a commutative w-continuous semiring (see [4]). 
Suppose S is a finite alphabet. The set of formal power series with noncommuting 
variables in E and coefficients in A is denoted by A <C E* The subset of 
A « S" > consisting of all series with a finite support is denoted by A < £*•' >: 
Series of A < E* > are referred to as polynomials. A semialgebra morphism 
h : A < E* >—• A < E* > is specified by the polynomials h(o), o £ E. If h(a) is 
quasiregular for all a £ E, thé semialgebra morphism h is called propagating. If A 
is a finite alphabet, a semialgebra morphism h : A < E* >—> A < A* > is called 
a coding if for each o € E there exist a nonzero a £ A and a letter a; £ A such that 
h(a) = ax. 
We are going to discuss 0L, POL, EOL, EPOL and COL power series. By defini-
tion, a power series r £ A -C E* is called a 0L power series if there exist a £ A, 
w £ E* and a semialgebra morphism h : A .< £* >—> A < E* > such that -
oo 
r = X W f a ) . (1) 
n=0 
If in (1) the semialgebra morphism h is propagating, r is called a POL power series. 
EOL and EPOL power series are now defined in the natural way (see Honkala and 
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Kuich [4]). A power series r £ A « A ' » is called an EOL (resp. EPOL) power 
series if there are a finite alphabet E and a OL (resp. POL) power series s g i « 
E* such that 
r = s O char(A*). 
Finally, a power series r E A c A* 3> is called a COL power series if there exist a 
finite alphabet E, a OL power series s e /4 « S ' » and a coding g : A < E* >—> 
A < A* > such that 
r = g(s). 
If A = B where B = {0 ,1} is the Boolean semiring, r £ B € E* > is a OL 
(resp. POL, EOL, EPOL, COL) power series if and only if the support of r is a OL 
(resp. POL, EOL, EPOL, COL) language. (Here the empty set is regarded as a OL 
(resp. POL, EOL, EPOL, COL) language.) 
In order to generalize the E0L=C0L theorem for formal power series it is useful 
to consider separately three parts of the result corresponding to different steps in 
its proof (see Rozenberg and Salomaa [5]; recall also that here two languages are 
regarded as equal if they contain the same nonempty words.) 
Theorem 1 Every COL language is an EOL language. 
Theorem 2 Every EOL language is an EPOL language. 
Theorem 3 Every EPOL language is a COL language. 
In the sequel we will generalize Theorems 1 and 3 for'quasiregular power series 
over any commutative w-continuous semiring A. To generalize Theorem 2 we have 
to introduce an additional condition. As a consequence we obtain a power series 
generalization of the E0L=C0L theorem. 
2 COL power series are EOL power series 
In this section we prove a power series generalization of Theorem 1. 
Theorem 4 Suppose r 6 A C A ' » is a quasiregular COL power series. Then r 
is an EOL power series. 
Proof. Suppose 
oo 
r = aghn(w) 
n-o 
where h : A < E* >—> A < E* > is a semialgebra morphism, g : A < £* >—> 
A < A* > is a coding, a £ A and w £ E*. Without restriction we assume that 
E n A = 0. Extend g and h to semialgebra morphisms g, h : A < (E U A)* >—> 
A < (E U A)* > by g(x) = h(x) = 0 if x £ A. Next, choose a new letter $ & E U A 
and define the semialgebra morphism / : A < ( E U A U $ ) * > — > - A < ( E U A U $ ) * > 
by 
f(x) = $h(x) + g(x), /($)=£, 
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i 6 S U A . We claim that there exist polynomials rn,pn e A < (E U A U;$.)* •>', 
n > 1, such that ' 
fn(w) =rn + ghn-1(w)+pn (2) 
and 
pro j E u A ( r n ) = hn(w), pn © char((E U $)*) = 0, pn O char(A*) = 0 (3) 
if n > 1. (Here pro j E u A : A < (E U A U $)* >—> A < (E U A)* „> is the 
projection mapping $ into e and x into itself if x £ E U A.) Clearly, there exist 
r i ,pi £ A < (E U A U $)* > such that (2) and (3) hold for n = 1. Suppose then 
that (2) and (3) hold for n > 1. Then 
/n+1M = f(rn + ghn-1(w)+pn) = f(hn(w)) = r n + i + ghn(w) +Pn+1 
for suitable r n + i , p n + i £ A < ( S U A U $ ) * > satisfying 
pro j E U A ( r n + i ) = hn+1{w), 
pn+1 Ochar((EU$)*) = 0,. pn+1 © char(A*) .= 0. 
This concludes the proof of the existence of the polynomials r „ ,p n , n > 1. 
Now, because • 
oo 
^ o / n ( w ) 0 char(A*) = 
n=0 
oo 
aw © char(A*) + a ^ ( r n + ghn~l(w) + pn) O char(A*) = 
71—1 
OO 
aghn{w) = r, 
n = 0 
r is a EOL power series. • 
3 EOL power series satisfying the e-condition 
In this section we generalize Theorem 2 for EOL power series satisfying the e-
condition. Suppose 
OO 
r = agn(w) © char(A*) 
71=0 
is an EOL power series where g : A < E* >—> A < E* > is a semialgebra 
morphism, a £ A, w € E* and A C E . We say that r satisfies the e-condition if 
(g(c),e) = (gn(c),e) 
for all n > 1, c 6 E. 
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Theorem 5 Suppose r £ .4 « 4 ' 2> is a quasiregular EOL power series satisfying 
the e-condition. Then r is an EPOL power series. 
Proof. Suppose 
oo 
r = agn(w) © char(A*) 
n=0 
where g : A < E* >—> A < E* > is a semialgebra morphism, a £ A, w £ E* and 
A C E . Define the semialgebra morphism j3 : A < £* >—> A < E* > by /?(c) = 
(g{c), e)e for c £ E. Then we have ¡3{v) = (g(v),e)e for v £ E\ Let E_= {c | c £ E} 
be a new alphabet. Define the mapping <f>: A < E* >—> A < (E U £)* > by 
№ = o, 
<p{ci ...cm) = c1...cm + [13(d) + Ci] . . . Wm) + Cm J Ci . . . Cm /?(C1 . . . 
if m > 1 and c i , . . . , c m € E, and 
if P £ A < E* > . (Here A is not a ring but the meaning of the subtraction above 
should be clear.) Next, define the propagating semialgebra morphism h : A < 
(SUE)* > — 4 A < (SUE)* > by 
h(c) = h(c) = <p(g(c)) 
for c 6 E. Finally, define the semialgebra morphism n : A < (E U £)* >—> A < 
A* > by 7r(c) = c if c € A and 7r(c) = 0 if c £ A. 
Now, we claim that 
*hn(c)+fi(c)=*9n(c), (4) 
7Thn(c)+13(c) =irgn(c) (5) 
and 
TThn(cj>(v)) + I3(v) =TT9n(v) (6) 
for c 6 E, v € £ + and n > 1. First, it is easy to see that (4) and (5) hold if 
n = 1. Suppose (4) and (5) hold for n > 1. Let v = c\.. .cm where m > 1 and 
ci, • • •, cm 6 E. Then 
7T hn(<f>(v)) + 0(v) = 7Thn(Cl ...cm)+ 7r[/3(Cl) + /ln(Ci)] . . . 
n\fi(Cm) + h n { c m ) } - irhn(ci . . .Cm) = TTgn{ci . . . Cm). 
Next, we have 
g(c) = p(c) + J2(9(c),u)u. 
ujie 
Because /3(c) = (g(c),e)e = (g2(c),e)e = fi(g(c)), we obtain 
/ ? ( c )= /? (c ) + £ ( s ( c ) , t i ) 0 ( u ) . 
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Hence 
7rhn+1(c) + /3(c) = 7rhn(h(c)) + /3(c) + £ > ( c ) , u ) j 8 ( u ) = 
u^e 
*hn(£(g(c), u)ct>(u)) + /3(c) + 5 > ( c ) , « ) / ? ( « ) = 
u^e u^e 
7rgn(J2(9(c),u)u) + p(c) = irgn(g(c)) = 7rgn+1(c). 
u^e 
Therefore (4) holds if n is replaced by n + 1. A similar argument shows that (5) 
holds if n is replaced by n + 1. This proves (4),(5) and (6) for all n > 1. 
Let now $ be a new letter and extend h and 7r by /i($) = <j>(w), nr($) = 0. Then 
the extended h is propagating and 
oo oo oo 
r = Yl aitgn(w) = an(w) + ^ anhn((j>(w)) = ^ a7rhn($), 
71=0 71=1 71=0 ' 
where we have used the fact that a/3(w) = 0. Hence r is an EP0L power series. • 
4 EP0L power series are COL power series 
To generalize Theorem 3 we need two lemmas. 
Lemma 1 If a £ A and w £ E* is a nonempty word, the monomial aw is a COL 
power series. 
Proof. Define the semialgebra morphism h : A < E* >—> A < E* > by h(c) = 0 
for all c £ E. Then 
OO 
aw = ^ ahn(w) 
71=0 
is a OL power series. Hence aw is also a COL power series. • 
Note that the proof of Lemma 1, although very simple, is completely different 
than the language-theoretic proof that {w} is a OL language. In fact, the use of 
0-images is unavoidable in Lemma 1. For example, if a 6 E, o 6 N <C E* is not 
a 0-free COL power series although it clearly is a 0-free EPOL power series. 
Lemma 2 If r\,... ,rt £ A A* are quasiregular COL power series, so is 
n + . . . + rt • 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case t = 2. Let 
oo 
rj = X! 9]h^{a]Wj) 
71=0 
where hj : A < E* >—>• A < E* > is a semialgebra morphism, gj : A < E* >—> 
A < A* > is a coding, aj G A and wj e £ ) , j = 1,2. Without restriction we 
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suppose that a\ ^ 0 and £ j fl £2 = 0- Denote k = |kji | and let $1,... ,$jt be new 
letters. Let h be the common extension of h\ and h2 satisfying 
/i($i) = hi(a\Wi) + a2w2, h($2) = • • • = H$k) = e. 
Finally, let g be the common extension of <?i and g2 satisfying 
S($ 1 • ••$*) = a i g i ( w i ) . 
(The existence of g is clear if ai<7i(u>i) 0 or k ^ 1. If ai5i(u>i) = 0 and k — 1, 
we have to increase the value of A: by 1.) Then 
00 00 
Y/9hn(%i-..%k)=9^i---h) + ^2ghn(h1(a1w1)+a2w2) = 
n=0 n=0 
00 00 
aigi(wi) + *52g ih? + 1 { a iw i )+ Y^92h 2 (a 2w 2 ) = n + r 2 
n=0 n=0 
showing that r\ + r2 is indeed a COL power series. • 
Theorem 6 If r £ A <C A* » is a quasiregular EPOL power series then r is a 
COL power series. 
Proof. Suppose 
00 
r = ^2ahn{w)Q char(A*) 
n=0 
where h : A < S* >—• A < £* > is a propagating semialgebra morphism, a £ A 
and w £ £*. Without restriction we assume that a = 1. 
For a letter c £ E, the existential spectrum of c, denoted by espec(c), is defined 
by 
espec(c) = {n > 0 | hn(c) © char(A*) ^ 0}. 
If c £ E, the set espec(c) is ultimately periodic, see Rozenberg and Salomaa [5,6]. 
(Here we use Konig's Lemma to avoid the difficulties caused by products equal to 
zero.) The threshold and period of espec(c) are denoted by thres(espec(c)) and 
per(espec(c)), respectively. If espec(c) is infinite, then c is called a vital letter. The 
set of vital letters of £ is denoted by vit(E). 
The uniform period associated to r is the smallest positive integer p such that 
(i) for all j > p, if c is not a vital letter, then hj(c) © char(A*) = 0; 
(ii) if c is a vital letter, then p > thres(espec(c)) and per(espec(c)) divides p. 
Let 0 < k < p and denote 
£it = { c £ E | p + A;£ espec(c)}. 
Define the propagating semialgebra morphism gk A < E£ >—> A < ££ > by 
gk(c) = /ip(c) ©char(££), 
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c 6 Efc. Furthermore, define the propagating semialgebra morphism gp+k • A < 
££ >—> A < A* > by 
gp+k(c) = hp+k(c) © char(A*), 
c £ Sfc. Note that (?p+fc(c) / 0 for all c £ E*. We claim that 
hP+k(hp)nhp(P) © char(A*) = © char(E^)] (7) 
for any n > 0 and P £ A < £* >. First, 
hp+khp(P) © char(A*) = /ip+fc[hp(P) O char(E^)] © char(A*) + 
hp+k[hp(P) © char(E+ - Efc)] © char(A*) = 
hp+k[hp(P) © char(££)] © char(A*) = gp+k[hp{P) © char(££)]. 
Hence (7) holds if n = 0. Suppose then that (7) holds for n > 0. Then 
hp+k(hp)n+1hp(P) Q char(A*) = hp+k(hp)nhp[hp(P) © char(EJ)] © char(A*) = 
gp+kg%[hp[hp{P) © char(££)] © char(E^)] = gp+kgnk+1[hp(P) © char(E^)]. 
Consequently, (7) holds for all n > 0. Therefore 
2p—1 p—1 oo 
r = ^ / i n ( w ) © c h a r ( A * ) + ^ ^ / i p + ' ; ( / i i ' ) n / i p ( w ) © c h a r ( A * ) = 
71=0 A=0 ra=0 
2p—1 p—1 oo 
^ hn(w) © char(A*) + ^ ^ gp+flgk[hp(w) © char(E^)]. • 
n = 0 k=0 7i=0 
By Lemmas 1 and 2 it suffices to prove that the series 
oo 
sk,y = ^29P+kgk{y) 
71=0 
is a COL power series if 0 < k < p and y £ EjJ".' For the proof fix k and y. 
Next, choose nonzero polynomials Px, x £ and a coding a such that 
<*{Px) = 9P+k(x), 
no two of Px, x £ Ejt contain a common variable, each variable of Px has a unique 
occurrence in Px and every nonzero coefficient of Px equals 1, a; £ Denote 
Pe = e and Pv = PV2 ... PVm if m > 1, v = v\... vm and Vi £ for 1 < i < m. 
By our choice of Px, there exists a semialgebra morphism f such that 
• f(p*)= 52(9k(x),v)Pv, 
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if x £ E t . Then 
f ( P » ) = , £ ( 9 k M , v ) P v (8) 
vesf 
for any nonempty word u 6 Indeed, (8) holds if u £ and, if (8) holds for 
/ ( A x ) = / (Pu) / (Px) = 
u G E j we have 
XI (pt(«),Ui)Pn • £ (9k(x),v2)PV2 = £ (gk(ux),v)Pv 
where x € 
Next, we claim that 
№ ) = (9) 
for n > 1. First, if n = 1, (9) follows from (8). Suppose that (9) holds for n > 1. 
Then 
fn+1(Py)= £ (<£(</),")№) = 
ues; 
£ ( i f c ( u ) , t ; ) P „ = £ ( i £ + 1 ( y ) , u n -
ties; 
Hence (9) holds for all n > 1. Therefore 
oo oo oo 
£«/n(-fy) =9p-hk(y) + £ £ (9k(y),v)9p+k(v) = ^2'9p+k9k(y) = Sk.y 
n=0 n=lu€EJ n=0 
This shows that sjti3/ is indeed a COL power series. • 
Now, Theorems 5 and 6 imply the following result. 
T h e o r e m 7 / / r e A « A * ^ is a quasiregular EOL power series satisfying the 
e-condition, then r is a COL power series. 
The necessity of the e-condition in Theorem 7 is an open problem. 
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